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Urology Second Opinion (extended consultation)
Patient: xxxxxxxxxxxx
DOB: 12/02/1968
DATE: 03/16/2014
Discussion and questions:
- Based on the report, I believe the patient had a serious drug reaction or allergy to levofloxacin. His rash
and arthralgia and fevers were likely a drug reaction. This was confirmed on the second trial of
levofloxacin when his symptoms got worse.
- Was a urinalysis or urine culture ever performed throughout the time of his urinary symptoms or initially
in April 2013? If so, what was the result?
- Was the patient ever diagnosed with prostatitis in the past?
- Has the patient ever been treated for prostate enlargement/BPH? If so, was the medication used
flomax/uroxatral/proscar?
- Was a serum PSA blood test ever done to r/o prostate cancer or acute prostatitis?
- How long is the intended treatment for his chronic prostatitis? The standard recommended 4 weeks?
- Was a post-void residual bladder scan ever done on his initial visit?
Specific concern:
Was outpatient treatment according to protocol and hospital admission in adequate time?
- Yes, the standard treatment for presumed prostatitis includes 4 weeks of flouroquinolone antibiotics such
a levofloxacin or ciprofloxacin. Also can include an NSAID and can consider alpha-blockers such as
flomax/uroxatral. Supportive care can also include sitz-bath and more frequent ejaculation. However, the
patient's initial symptoms may be related to BPH and that diagnosis should be entertained and a treatment
trial for that should be considered.
- In terms of his timing for hospital admission, I think the admission was appropriate to determine and rule
out other causes for the fever or to consider other IV antibiotic treatment and to treat his allergic reaction if
needed.
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-Electronically Signed by: , MD, Board Certified Urologist

The above report was provided by the signing physicians at the request of the referring physician, patient or patient
representative as a second opinion. The opinions and recommendations included therein are provided on a strict
advisory basis and are based on the images and clinical information provided. Neither the radiologist nor the
company assume responsibility for any decisions made or actions taken based on this report nor for any effects that
result from such decisions and actions. The responsibility for clinical decisions remains entirely upon the patient's
medical team. This information has been clearly communicated at the time of request of this second opinion.
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